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Radar Love 
The Defense Dept. has started buying 
about $5 million worth of commercial 
synthetic radar imagery from the 
Canadian Space Agency-McDonald 
Dettwiler partnership, the first of 
many potential agreements to come, 
says Gary Payton, Air Force deputy 
undersecretary for space. Similar 
purchases from systems operated by 
Germany, Israel and Italy are being 
considered as the Pentagon weighs op-
tions for fielding a Space Radar system 
in 2012. The Air Force is assembling 
requirements from combatant 
commanders in Europe, the 
Pacific and Middle East. In July, 
Pentagon acquisition chief John 
Young approved a program that 
could culminate in the purchase 
of two government-owned 
Space Radars or a commercial 
data services arrangement. 
Dubbed a “good enough” Space 
Radar by Young, the concept 
arose from failed attempts to 
design a space-based radar 
constellation in the past decade. 

Parts Dept. 
Errant testing of parts used for govern-
ment launch vehicles is slowing a hand-
ful of future space launches. Officials 
learned this summer that a vendor 
used by the United Launch Alliance 
(ULA), which markets and delivers 
Boeing’s Delta IV launch vehicles and 
Lockheed Martin’s Atlas V design, 
conducted vibration testing for parts 
with improperly calibrated equipment. 
ULA did not identify the vendor. The 
Air Force is conducting a “pedigree 
study” to retest parts that “we thought 
had been tested to adequate levels but 
may not be,” Payton says. Investigators 
also are trying to solve an “uncom-
manded actuator anomaly” discovered 
with the Russian-designed RD-180, the 
main engine for the Atlas V. It didn’t 
destroy the launcher, Payton says, but 
engineers must identify the root cause 
for future launches. Finally, the Delta 
II, three-stage variant has a problem 
with a timer for the third stage. “We’ve 
got two GPS satellites sitting down at 
the Cape waiting for a launch,” says 
Payton. Other launches that could be 
affected include a Delta IV heavy rocket 
carrying an intelligence payload next 

month and a Wideband Global Satcom 
spacecraft set to boost on an Atlas V in 
November. 

Nuclear Fallout
The Air Force is disciplining 15 of-
ficers—six generals and nine colonels—
for their part in the mismanagement of 
nuclear weapons components. Acting 
Air Force Secretary Michael Donley 
says the actions are “administrative 
in nature, but carry significant conse-
quences.” Although stemming primarily 
from the mistaken shipment of nuclear 

warhead fuses to Taiwan, Donley says 
the action is in response to other issues 
over the past few years as well. A few 
of the officers will stay on in their jobs 
with sternly worded administrative let-
ters in their file, while others will retire 
or be reassigned. House Armed Ser-
vices Committee Chairman Ike Skelton 
(D-Mo.) says the action is “regrettable, 
but . . . necessary to address recent 
leadership failures.” The committee’s 
senior Republican, Rep. Duncan Hunter 
of California, calls it “tough medicine.” 

Tanker Twist
Defense Secretary Robert Gates didn’t 
want to scrap the revised Air Force re-
placement tanker competition but says 
issuing new ground rules in the waning 
days of the Bush administration would 
have raised eyebrows. “Part of my con-
cern was, frankly, I didn’t like the smell 
of approving a potentially $100-billion 
contract or opportunity in the last day 
or two of being on the job,” Gates tells 
the Senate Armed Services Commit-
tee. The Pentagon originally planned to 
rush out a new request for proposals af-
ter the Government Accountability Of-
fice found the Air Force erred in picking 
the Northrop Grumman-EADS team’s 
A330-200 over Boeing’s 767-200LRF. 

Gates advises the next administration 
to establish minimum military require-
ments and then consider cost. 

Space Policy 
In his most detailed position yet on 
NASA issues, Democratic presidential 
candidate Sen. Barack Obama (Ill.) is 
signaling strong support for civil space 
and aeronautics spending. In a letter to 
the congressional Democratic leader-
ship, Obama says “America needs to 
renew its commitment to NASA and to 
provide sustained, stable direction with 

an honest budget and sufficient 
resources for success across all 
of its critical missions: human 
spaceflight, science and aero-
nautics research.” Obama sup-
ports the extension of authority 
to buy Soyuz seats for U.S., Ca-
nadian, European and Japanese 
astronauts after it expires at the 
end of 2011, a measure work-
ing its way through Congress. 
He also favors funding one 
more shuttle mission to deliver 

the Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer to 
the International Space Station, and 
maintaining the option to close the gap 
in U.S. human access to space by flying 
shuttles until the Ares/Orion follow-on 
is ready. But Obama adds that “any ef-
fort to extend the shuttle program must 
receive adequate funding, ensuring that 
progress on developing new vehicles is 
not further delayed by diverting funds 
to the shuttle.” 

Another Extension
In the flurry of activity during the 
final days before recessing, Congress 
delayed the vexed FAA reauthoriza-
tion issue for another six months. FAA 
funding was extended through Mar. 
6, 2009, as part of a wider Continu-
ing Resolution that keeps spending at 
current levels. A separate bill tempo-
rarily renews the agency’s operating 
authority. Acting FAA Administrator 
Robert Sturgell urged a 12-month 
extension, but lawmakers want to get 
a full reauthorization bill finished well 
before that. In fact, House Transpor-
tation Committee Chairman James 
Oberstar (D-Minn.) vows to bring the 
reauthorization bill back to the House 
floor very early in the next congres-
sional session. 
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“Part of my concern
was, frankly, I didn’t
like the smell …”
— Defense Secretary 
     Robert Gates
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